
DRI-AID
MICROBRUSH

Dri-Aid and Silver Dri-
Aid are for 
procedures that
require a dry field to
work in. Dri-Aid is for
bonding procedures, restorations, cementations,
and sealants. Silver Dri-Aid prevents soak-through
on the laminated side, while reflecting light for
improved visibility. 

Dri-Aid 
250/Bag
8620480  Small [331125]
8620490  Large [331320]                                       

750/Bag
8620482  Small [331190]
8620492  Large [331375]                                        

250/Bag, Silver
9442800  Small [332125]
9442804  Large [332325]                                       

750/Bag, Silver
9442802  Small [332190]
9442806  Large [332375]                                       
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Bite Sticks • Centerpull Towels
Cotton Alternatives • Cotton Products

BITE STICKS COTTON
ALTERNATIVES

AIDACO BITE STICKS
TEMREX

Aidaco Bite
Sticks minimize
the chance of
breakage while
seating crowns and
inlays. They aid in
locating fractured
cusps. The Bite Sticks
measure 2 inches in
length and contain one square
end and one round, tapered end. 

Bite Sticks, 2" Length, 80/Pkg.
8480230  [2900]                                              

BITE STICKS
DIXON

These sticks are used for fastening crowns onto
teeth.

Cottonwood, Square, 12/Pkg.
9501970   [23.308]                                           

Orangewood, Round, Small, 20/Pkg.               
9517435    [23-300]

DRY TIPS
MICROBRUSH 

Dry Tips outlast
cotton rolls and other
absorbent pads, and
don’t lose moisture
when handled. They
are an effective replacement for rubber dams. Dry
Tips comfortably stay in place, yet are easily
removed with water spray. 

White, 50/Box
9532461   Small [291543]
9532463   Large [291542]                                

NEODRYS
MICROCOPY

NeoDrys saliva
absorbents provide up
to 15 minutes of parotid
saliva control. The cheek
retraction facilitates
work far back in the oral cavity with no loose
fibers left behind. NeoDrys are color coded for
quick identification. 

50/Box
9515677    Small Yellow [DYS]             

REFLECTIVE SHIELDS 
RICHMOND DENTAL 

These shields are 
exceptionally popular 
with both dentists and
patients. They are uniquely
crafted to provide 
absorption and superior
illumination during 
common procedures. The shields’ specially
designed heart shape and distinctive reflective 
film are both innovative and practical. 

50/Box
8842404  Small [600710]
8842400  Large [600700]

Dual Pack, 25L/25S, 50/Box
8842402  Assorted [600720]                          

TONGUE 'N  CHEEK
P.A.D.S. INC.

Tongue’n Cheek Dental Pads
have an innovative lock-
away core that absorbs 8
times more saliva than the
old-fashioned cotton roll,
which means less material to
get in the way and more comfort for patients. 
The unique snag-less fibers prevents accidental
destruction of drills or other equipment. 

Pads, 200/Pkg.
3417021 [TNC-200]SOFPULL JR

CENTERPULL TOWELS
SOFCO/DIVISION OF BUNZI USA 

These one-at-a-time hands
free dispensing towels
reduces usage while
providing a hygienic 
solution. The touchless 
dispensing minimizes the
risk of cross contamination.
The soft, absorbent towel
dries hands quickly or wipes
up large spills and tough
messes. They are easy to
load with a self-threading
design. 

White, 275/Roll, 8 Rolls/Case
3419990   [28125]                                             

CENTERPULL
TOWELS

9515957    Smal Reflective Yellow [DYRS]       
9515779    Small Pink [DYS-P]             
9515781    Small Reflective Pink [DYRS-P]      
9515678   Large Blue [DYL]  
9515959   Large Reflective Blue [DYRL]         
9515777    Large Pink [DYL-P]             
9515778    Large Reflective Pink [DYRL-P]

COTTON
PRODUCTS

COTTON ROLLS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Cotton Rolls are manufactured with the
highest quality cotton. They are latex free, chlorine
free and they contain no fillers. Darby Cotton Rolls
are soft and pliable.  They are lint and fiber free.
They are highly absorbent, they hold their shape
when wet and they are offered in both wrapped
and lightly starched varieties. 
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